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PAS YISROEL BY FINISHING
THE BAKING
RA B B I E L I G ER ST EN
RC Recorder of OU Psak and Policy

SHULCHAN ARUCH (YD 113:9) writes that if a nachri cooked

a food to the point of meichel ben Drusai (edible, either 1/3 or 1/2
cooked) even if a Yisroel finishes the cooking, the food remains
assur, unless it is needed for Shabbos or Yomtov, or it is a case of
hefsed mirubah. The Rema writes that the minhag of Ashkenazim is
to be maikel.
A related halacha is brought in Shulchan Aruch (YD 112:12). If a
nachri baked bread without Jewish involvement, even if the bread
already formed a crust, it can still become pas Yisroel so long as the
bread benefits from more baking - “mashbiach”. Even if the bread
was removed from the oven, some permit having a Yisroel return it
to the oven, so long as this would still improve the bread.
What is meant by still improving the bread? Does improving the
bread only help until we reach g’mar afiya or does this even include
mitztamek v’yafeh lo (further improvements)? If there is a fully baked
bagel that is pas palter, and a Yisroel toasts the bagel and thereby
improves it, would it now be considered pas Yisroel? Also, how does
this relate to bishul Yisroel? If a nachri cooked potatoes until they
are fully cooked, and a Yisroel places them in his cholent and they
improve with further cooking is this also included in the heter of the
Rema?
Shulchan Aruch uses different wording when discussing bishul
Yisroel and pas Yisroel. Regarding bishul Yisroel, the focus is on having a Yisroel complete the cooking - “g’mar bishul”. This implies that
if a nachri already fully cooked a food, further improvements (mitztamek v’yafeh lo) will not help. Regarding pas Yisroel, the focus is on
having a Yisroel improve the bread “mashbiach”. This implies that
even if a nachri already fully baked bread, so long as a Yisroel makes
further improvements (mitztamek v’yafeh lo), it will help. This is difficult since we do not find Rishonim that differentiate between bishul
Yisroel and pas Yisroel. There are Rishonim who hold that mitztamek
v’yafeh lo helps in all cases, and those who hold it does not help at all.
The Shevet HaLevi (2:45) concludes that since Shulchan Aruch uses
the term “mashbiach” regarding bread, this shows that he paskens like
the Re’ah and others that hold that mitztamek v’yafeh lo is enough,
and this may therefore be applied to bishul Yisroel as well. Even

if a nachri completed
the cooking, so long as
a Yisroel causes it to
be mitztamek v’yafeh lo,
for Sefardim it would
be permitted b’makom
hefsed mirubah, and for
Ashkenazim it would be
permitted in all cases.
Rav Belsky zt’l disagreed. He held that
any improvement to
bread, even toasting
a bagel, is enough to
create pas Yisroel. However, regarding bishul, the Yisroel must add
to the cooking before it reaches g’mar bishul; mitztamek v’yafeh lo
is not enough. Rav Belsky did not consider these to be contradictory
rulings, since the halachos of bishul akum are fundamentally more
chamur than the halachos of pas. It should be noted that the Issur
V’heter points out that just warming up bread is insufficient. There
must be an added level of baking such as a thicker crust.
Rav Schachter was uncertain about this leniency. He argued that we
do not find any Rishon who differentiates in this matter between
cooking and baking. Since the wording of Shulchan Aruch was to
be machmir that mitztamek v’yafeh lo does not help for cooking, we
must also be machmir that mitztamek v’yafeh lo does not help regarding pas. Accordingly, toasting a fully baked bagel is not enough.
The general minhag of the OU is to follow Rav Schachter’s ruling.
However, he agreed that there was room to be maikel in the following scenario:
If the bread was deep fried by a Yisroel, and turned into bagel chips,
it would no longer be considered pas palter. Why is this?
The Beis Efrayim quotes the Avkos Rochel (siman 30) that if a food
which was bishul akum dried out and became inedible, and a Yisroel
cooked it and made it edible again, it would be permitted. This
shows that even after a food becomes forbidden, if there is a way to
appreciably add to the cooking, the issur would be removed and the
food would be permitted. Accordingly, the Avnei Nezer (YD 100)
writes that according to the opinion “yeish bishul achar afiyah”, if
a Yisroel boils bread, even if the bread was already fully cooked, it
would become pas Yisroel. Although “yeish bishul achar afiyah” is
the subject of a machlokes Rishonim, we can be mitzaref to this the
opinion that mitztamek v’yafeh lo helps. In other words, if a Yisroel
deep fries the bread, it would become pas Yisroel, either because it is
mashbiach the pas, or because yeish bishul achar afiya.
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Due to reformulation some FIBER ONE
BARS produced by General Mills no longer
bear the U symbol. As always, consumers
should check each product before purchasing
and eating to verify the presence of a kosher

symbol.
The Orthodox Union certifies many varieties of APPLE & EVE
JUICES produced by Lassonde Pappas and Company, Carneys
Point NJ. The certified products are labeled with an U symbol.
Some of the 36 Count Variety Pack juices are not certified by the
Orthodox Union. The non-certified variety packs do not bear an
OU symbol, and states “made in Canada”. The non-certified variety
packs are sold in Costco and Sam’s Club stores. Please check for the
OU symbol before buying Apple & Eve juices.
The Orthodox Union does not certify any CHEF K products. Some
Chef K Ginger Punch bear an unauthorized U symbol. Corrective
actions are being implemented.

LO BASI

PAS YISROEL PANKO CRUMBS?

continued from page 12

Panko bread is baked by passing a strong
electric current through the dough. Rav
Schachter ruled that strictly speaking pas Yisroel does not apply to
Panko, since this new form of baking was not included in the original
gezeira of pas akum. However, if “Pas Yisroel” will be printed on
the packaging, for those who want to be machmir, then a Yisroel
must contribute to the baking. The difficulty is that there is no
fire to turn on. The mashgiach cannot simply turn on the fire and
go home, he would need to remain in the plant for the entire run
(which can be several days) and continuously operate the machines.
This is not practical. Instead, the mashgiach should turn on the
drier. After the bread is baked with electric current, it is crumbled
and placed through a drier which changes it from bread into dried
bread crumbs. Although the bread was already baked, toasting the
crumbs is an improvement. According to Rav Belsky, this can now
be considered pas Yisroel. Even according to Rav Schachter, in this
case it would help, since we could say Yeish bishul achar bishul. The
first baking was done with electric current and the second baking is
done with fire, which is a different form of cooking.

The Orthodox Union does not certify
QUAKER’S 58 COUNT CHEWY VARIETY
PACKAGE produced by Quaker, Chicago IL.
KASHRUS
This item is only sold through e-commerce disALERT
tribution channels. Some boxes, with the UPC
Code 0 30000 56759 3, bear an unauthorized
U symbol. Corrective measures are being implemented.
The Orthodox Union does not certify AVO KING AVOCADO
PRODUCTS produced by Avo King, Orange CA. Some of the
labels bear an unauthorized U symbol. If you see this product with
an U symbol, please provide details to kosherq@ou.org. Corrective
actions are being implemented.
The Orthodox Union certifies some (but not all) POST MALT-OMEAL CEREALS produced by Royal Imports, Kfar Hanina, Israel.
The products that are certified have an U symbol printed directly on
the box. Royal Imports, an importer in Kfar Hanina, Israel, is importing products and placing stickers with an U symbol on those products, whether or not the products are certified. Consumers should
not rely on any stickers placed on products imported into Israel unless
the U symbol is also part of the original product packaging.
The Orthodox Union does not certify FRESH DAIRY AMISH
BUTTER produced by Fresh Dairy Inc., Philadelphia PA. Some
of this butter was labeled with an unauthorized U symbol. If you
see this product in the marketplace, please provide the details to
kosherq@ou.org. Corrective actions are being implemented. This
product should not be confused with Fresh Made Amish Butter that
is certified by the Orthodox Union.

MAI L

Dear Rabbi Schreier,
Thank you once again for another informative
and eye opening presentation and tour. The
talmidim really enjoyed and also gained great
insight into very misunderstood areas of halacha.

Kol Tuv,
Rabbi Netanel Danto
11th Grade Dean and Mashgiach
Yeshiva University High School for Boys

NJ Office of the Atty. General Division of Consumer Affairs attended by Rabbi Katzenstein (5th from left ) and Rabbi Buchbinder (ctr.)
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HAFRASHAS CHALLAH BELILA RAKAH
RA B B I E L I G ER STEN
RC Recorder of OU Psak and Policy

WHEN does a belila rakah (liquid batter) first become chayiv in

hafrashas challah? Before we can answer this question, we must first
determine when a regular dough first becomes chayiv in challah.
Shulchan Aruch (YD 327:2) asks, “What is the earliest point that
one may be mafrish challah? Once the water is poured on and mixes
with the flour.” Even though the batter has not yet been kneaded
into dough, still once the water combines with the flour, this is the
beginning of the dough making process, and challah may be taken.
The batter at this point has a unique status. Although one may take
challah from the batter, it is not yet tevel. One may still eat from the
batter b’derech a’rai (in a temporary manner), without being mafrish
challah. Once the batter is kneaded into dough, it is tevel, and it is
assur to eat the dough until challah is taken.
Regarding a belila rakah, Shulchan Aruch (YD 329:2) writes that a
liquid batter that was baked in an oven is chayiv in hafrashas challah. This would seem to imply that before a liquid batter is baked
it is patur from hafrashas challah. Indeed, Tosfos (Baba Kama 94a:
s.v. V’afa) writes that if one makes a batter - not a dough - it is not
chayiv in challah until after it is baked. However, this would seem
difficult, based on what we wrote above. Why should a liquid batter
be worse than pouring water over flour? If mixing flour and water
is enough to enable hafrashas challah, even though it did not yet
form a dough, then forming a liquid batter should be the same. One
should be permitted, but not required, to take challah, even before
the cake is baked.
The answer would seemingly be that while pouring water on flour
is the first step in forming dough, cake batter will never become
dough, so making a belila rakah is not even a first step in the process.
This type of batter will only become chayiv in challah after it is baked
into bread.
The Toras Ha’aretz (Rav Moshe Kliers zt”l) writes that it is possible
that whether one can be mafrish challah from a belila rakah before
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it is baked is dependent on the machlokes Rabbeinu Tam and most
Rishonim as to whether chiyuv challah depends only on the physical
appearance of the dough or whether we take into consideration the
kavana of the baker. For example, if one kneads a thick dough with
intention to boil it, is it chayiv in challah? Rabbeinu Tam rules that
it is chayiv, since it starts out as a regular dough. Ramban, Rash and
most other Rishonim maintain that it is patur. Although this dough
initially looks like any other dough, it is patur from challah, since the
kavana of the baker is not to bake it into bread, but to boil it and
turn it into a dumpling. Only bread is chayiv in challah.
The same machlokes can apply in reverse. What is the status of a liquid
batter that was made with intent to bake it into bread? According to
Rabbeinu Tam, a liquid batter is not an issah (dough) and is therefore patur from Challah. It will only become chayiv after it is baked.
However, the other Rishonim can view mixing batter as a first step
in making bread. Since the intent is to create bread, and at the end
when the batter is baked, it will solidify and turn into bread, we
view creating a batter as an initial step in this process, and permit
taking challah while it is still liquid. The Toras Ha’aretz (4:98 end)
himself leaves this question unresolved. However, other poskim such
as Rav Schachter shlita, Rav Yitzchak Weiss zt”l, and Rav Sternbuch
shlita (Teshuvos V’hanhagos 3:334) maintain that bidi’eved one can
take challah from a belila rakah before baking, but lichatchila, to be
continued on page 18

CO NDO LENCES
to our dedicated RC RABBI CHAIM LOIKE
AND HIS WIFE on the birth and Bris of their
son Tzurishadai Bezalel.

to our devoted RC RABBI DONNEAL
EPSTEIN AND HIS WIFE on the engagement of their son
Avrumi to Tehilla Notinger.
to our dedicated RFR RABBI SHLOMO YAFFE AND HIS
WIFE on the engagement of their son Yosef to Rivkah Reinitz.
to our devoted RFR Rabbi Elimelech Friedman and his wife on the
marriage of their daughter Leah to Eli Storch.
to our dedicated RFR RABBI REUVEN DRORI AND HIS
WIFE on the marriage of their daughter Tiferet to Zev Stern.

to our devoted RFR RABBI REUVEN WAXMAN and family on
the recent loss of his mother Rebbetzin Esther Waxman of Monsey,
NY.
to our dedicated administrative assistant Gittela Harris on the loss of
her brother Yisroel Welcher.
to our devoted RC RABBI MENACHEM ADLER and family on
the petirah of his wife Mrs. Miriam Adler.
to our dedicated RC RABBI KALMAN SCHEINER and family
on the recent loss of his father Rabbi Reuven Scheiner.
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LO BASI

choshesh for Rabbeinu Tam, one should
take challah after baking. However, Rav
Belsky zt’l, Minchas Shlomo (3:158:16)
and Shevet HaLevi (8:244) maintain that a belila rakah is completely
exempt from challah until after baking. In practice, at least lichatchila, all agree that one must wait to take challah until after baking.
continued from page 12

WHAT IF THE BELILA RAKAH WILL BE BAKED IN SMALL TINS?
A common baking scenario is that batter will get divided into many
baking tins. Each baking tin holds less than a shiur challah. If the
finished cakes will be placed together in one basket (tziruf sol),
they will become obligated in challah, otherwise, there will be no
chiyuv challah. [M’ikar ha’din we pasken that the oven itself is not
mitzaref – see Teshuvos V’hanhagos 3:334]. Even according to Rav
Schachter that one may take challah while it is still batter because this
is the beginning of the bread making process, there must be a shiur
challah of bread at the end that is mitzuraf. If a shiur of challah is
baked together, then retroactively we view the creation of the batter as the beginning of the process. However, if the loaves of bread
are baked separately, then retroactively it becomes apparent that the
batter was not the beginning of the chiyuv. The following interesting scenario arises. If the cakes are baked separately, and the bakery
does not make a tziruf sol, challah cannot be taken. If a consumer
purchases many cakes and creates a tziruf sol, it will be obligated in
hafrashas challah, but challah was not taken! Rav Schachter answered
that to avoid this scenario challah should be taken from the batter.
If at a later point there will be a tziruf sol, then at least bidieved, the
hafrasha at the beginning was effective.
In practice, the OU employs the hafrashas challah system which
takes care of a belilah raka as well. The nusach which is recited
daily stipulates that hafrasha will take place for each batch of batter
as soon as it is baked. If when baked, there is a shiur of challah all
together, then the hafrasha will be effective immediately. If not, the
hafrasha will only be necessary if there will be a tziruf sol at some
later point.

IS CAKE CHAYIV IN HAFRASHAS CHALLAH?
There was a minhag in certain communities not to take challah
on cake. Poskim wrote different possibilities as to the basis for this
minhag.
The Aruch Hashulchan (YD 329:6) writes that only bread which
is the staple food of every meal is chayiv in hafrashas challah. Cake,
although it is pas haba b’kisnin, does not have the same status as
bread and is exempt from hafrashas challah. Rav Schachter has said
that most poskim disagree with Aruch Hashulchan and this ruling
should not be followed.
The Tzemach Tzedek [Lubavitch] (YD 236) writes that there is a
machlokes Rishonim whether there is a chiyuv hafrashas challah if
other grains (not from five grains) comprise the majority of the cake.
The Rashba and Tashbeitz maintain that there is only an obligation
of hafrashas challah if wheat flour (or any of the five grains) is the
majority of the dough. Otherwise, it is exempt. However, Rabbeinu
Shimshon and others maintain that there is a chiyuv challah so long
as there is a k’zayis b’chdei achilas pras (1/8th or 1/9th - see Chayei
Adam 42:2) of wheat flour in the dough. The Magen Avrohom
(208:15) paskens in accordance with Rabbeinu Shimshon that so
long as there is a k’zayis b’chdei achilas pras of flour, it is chayiv in
challah. However, the Tzemech Tzedeck concludes that if the majority of the batter is sugar, the taste of sugar will overwhelm the taste
of flour, and all would agree that the flour is batel and would not be
chayiv in challah. However today, in most cakes, flour is more than
sugar, so challah must be taken.
EXAMPLE: A corn muffin contains 30% corn flour, 25% wheat flour
and 20% sugar. The amount of wheat flour is more than a k’zayis
b’chdei achilas pras. If a 20 lb. batch of dough was made, it will
contain 5 lbs. of wheat flour. Challah should be taken, but a beracha
should not be said, since this is subject to a machlokes Rishonim.
If the muffin would contain 30% sugar, according to the Tzemach
Tzedek, it would be exempt from hafrashas challah. In practice, the
OU would take challah l’chumra in this case as well.

Rabbi Loike’s presentation to Yeshiva Tiferes Yisroel

Rabbi Schachter learning with boys from Yeshiva Tiferes Yisroel
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Rabbi Goldberg’s presentation to Yeshiva Tiferes Yisroel

